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Boeing Success Story
“We rely on our batch scheduling system for adopting
and managing queuing policies, and that’s what PBS
Professional is all about. When we add clusters, we will
continue to use more PBS Professional.”
Barry Sharp,
Senior Software Engineer, Boeing
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A Reliable HPC Workload Manager
Boeing saw access to source code as one
of the most powerful factors in favor of
PBS Professional. “All in all, we've been
very pleased with Altair's responsiveness
to our product feedback,” says Sharp.
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The Move to PBS Professional
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About Altair
Altair empowers client innovation and decision-making through
technology

that

optimizes

the

analysis,

management

and

visualization of business and engineering information. Privately
held with more than 1,800 employees, Altair has offices throughout
North America, South America, Europe and Asia/Pacific. With a
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27-year-plus track record for high-end software and consulting
services for engineering, computing and enterprise analytics, Altair
consistently delivers a competitive advantage to customers in a
broad range of industries. Altair has more than 3,000 corporate
clients representing the automotive, aerospace, government and
defense, and consumer products verticals. Altair also has a growing
client presence in the electronics, architecture engineering and
construction, and energy markets.

About PBS Works
PBS Works™, Altair's suite of on-demand cloud computing technologies,
allows enterprises to maximize ROI on existing infrastructure assets.
PBS Works is the most widely implemented software environment for
managing grid, cloud, and cluster computing resources worldwide. The
suite’s flagship product, PBS Professional®, allows enterprises to easily
share distributed computing resources across geographic boundaries.
With additional tools for portal-based submission, analytics, and data
management, the PBS Works suite is a comprehensive solution for
optimizing HPC environments. Leveraging a revolutionary “pay-for-use”
unit-based business model, PBS Works delivers increased value and
flexibility over conventional software-licensing models.
www.pbsworks.com
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